Your Partners
In Strategic
Growth
WE ARE YOUR ADVOCATES FOR
LEADERSHIP ALIGNMENT, ORGANIZATION
CLARITY AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT.

What We Do
THE WORLD HAS CHANGED.
DID YOU NOTICE? TM
We guide our clients through periods of growth
and transition by delivering strategies that give
organizations the necessary framework and
mindset to accelerate momentum and drive
results while simultaneously developing leaders,
aligning teams and empowering people.

Who We Are
At Foreword, we’ve been where you are. It’s not
easy to make strategic, future-forward choices
amid too many inputs with too few real insights.
Our consultants provide deep, cross-industry
expertise with a courageous point of view to
help you break through barriers to forge a clear
path forward.
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Leadership Development
We facilitate rapid growth for teams and
leaders by providing clearly defined plans
for leadership development and organizational performance.

Executive Coaching
Our 1:1 executive coaching engagements
are designed to positively impact business
results while accelerating professional
development.

Strategy Consulting
Our process is thorough and iterative, as
we continuously reevaluate and refine
strategic imperatives for successful longterm results.

We Are Your
Advocates
For Success
LET’S CONNECT! TO GET STARTED,
SIMPLY CONTACT US FOR YOUR
INITIAL CONSULTATION.

(405) 467-0544
WWW.FOREWORD.CONSULTING
FOREWORD@FOREWORD.CONSULTING
FOREWORD CONSULTING CO-FOUNDERS
Cathy Tompkins, COO and Joy Hammons, CEO

How We Work
YOUR BUSINESS HAS ALREADY CHANGED.
DID YOU NOTICE? TM
And, while others talk about where your business
needs to go, at Foreword, we prefer to take you
there. We will help you redefine what’s possible to
give shape to the future— and then help you chart
that course.
It’s no surprise that the world we know today is different, vastly different. While many companies still
have hierarchies (they are being simplified rapidly), the hierarchy no longer defines how work gets
done. People work in cross-functional teams, they
work on projects, and their influence can be vast
regardless of their level.

So, how do we deal with this change? A whole new
approach is needed. At Foreword, we help you implement proven strategies to meet change head
on. Our consultants embrace a holistic approach
to determine each client’s needs, from analyzing
underlying business drivers to identifying cultural
barriers and opportunities for growth.
Foreword Consulting Teams also have the flexibility to move quickly to do what’s right for our clients, resulting in a more personalized and nimble
approach than traditional consulting firms.

“During recent times of radical change within our business, we knew we had
to assess internal communication and build a high-performance team, so we
reached out to Foreword. The Foreword Team brought a unique combination
of real-world experience, a best-in-class leadership development platform,
and a customized approach to deliver measurable results with impact. They
streamlined our goals and helped create leaders worth following.”
Q : Chief Operating Officer, $25MM Healthcare Company
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